ﬂightcart ®
Mobile storage space from Jahn Design
This catering trolley developed for use on aircraft has been
converted by Jahn Design to be used in the home or office. A limited
number of Flightcarts have been made from extremely high quality
originals that already have millions of air miles behind them.

Flightcart

Typ A

Aircraft trolley
The original aircraft catering trolley can be fitted with optional
drawers, hanging files and lower shelves for private or business
use. The application possibilities are endless. In the commercial
sector, they can be used in the office, in the conference room,
at trade fairs, as a standing workstation or for office storage
purposes. At home, as well as accommodating your CD collection,
they can also be used in the kitchen, bathroom or hall.

Used, restored aircraft trolley
Doors, top and base made of CNC milled solid aircraft aluminium.
With one or two doors, all external surfaces reﬁnished, but may
show some signs of the millions of air miles completed.
Airline logo impressed in door

Structure
The top, base and door are joined by hollow proﬁle and sheet
metal sides made of aluminium. The hinges are integrated into
the door, making it possible to open the door right back until it is
against the side wall, where it is held in place by magnets. Doors
are closed using a sprung lever. If required, doors can be secured
with a padlock. On the front is a label holder (105 x 80 mm). The
internal walls are made of plastic or drawn aluminium and have
runners to accommodate drawers and shelves. Most trolleys have
a ﬁxed aluminium shelf half way up to stabilise them. Smoothrunning, durable castors can be braked using one or two brake
pedals.
Quality
The trolleys used for the Flightcart combine an extremely
lightweight design with the best possible levels of stability, safety
and durability. This kind of quality is now only rarely used by the
airlines, because of general pressure on prices. Just like the
load-bearing parts of passenger aircraft, the door, top and base
are made of CNC milled solid aircraft aluminium. All materials
used do not rust, as the airlines clean these trolleys by putting
the whole unit through a washer. Flightcart comes with a 10 year
guarantee for private use. Designs can vary slightly. While stocks
last.

Colour
RAL 9003 Signal White, RAL 9017 Trafﬁc Black or
RAL 2004 Pure Orange
Special colours as per RAL speciﬁcation at extra cost per
colour/order
Weights/dimensions
External: 30.5 x 50 x 103 cm / Internal: 27.5 x 47.5 x 91.5 cm
Weight: approx. 18 kg
Special Type A range in natural aluminium ﬁnish
Design as above, but external surfaces rubbed down by hand and
provided with a colourless anodised ﬁnish
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Typ B

Options

Reconditioned aircraft trolley with pull-out tray
Door, top and base made of CNC milled solid aircraft aluminium.
This single-door trolley has been used for only a few weeks by
an airline, therefore slight signs of use possible (small dents or
scratches). External surfaces in original paint ﬁnish, colour RAL
7016 Anthracite Grey.

Aluminium drawers
Removable ﬂight drawers (new) made of anodised aircraft
aluminium, reinforced edges, fully welded, with riveted runners
made of Pertinax
Can hold approx. 80 CDs
8 cm drawer: Internal dimensions: 25.5 x 39 x 8 cm
14 cm drawer: Internal dimensions: 25.5 x 39 x 14 cm

Weights/dimensions
External: 30.5 x 43 x 103 cm / Internal: 27.5 x 40.5 x 91.5 cm
Weight approx. 15 kg

Plastic drawers
Removable ﬂight drawers (new) made of transparent plastic
8 cm drawer: Internal dimensions: 25.5 x 39 x 8 cm
14 cm drawer: Internal dimensions: 25.5 x 39 x 14 cm
Lower shelf
Material: anodised aluminium
Dimensions: 27.5 x 40.5 cm
Hanging ﬁles
Pull right out on ball bearings, ﬁtted to bottom shelf when
Flightcart is delivered
Material: anodised aluminium
Dimensions: 25 x 33 x 25 cm

